GL WAND

REAL-TIME FINANCIAL REPORTING IN MICROSOFT EXCEL®
FOR ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE AND SAP

Accurate and fast financial reports are critical to the bottom line in any dynamic
organization. Closing month-end, performing ad hoc analysis, reconciling, and
other reports are increasingly difficult tasks. Deadlines get shorter, executives and
managers are delayed in making key decisions, working late becomes the norm,
and frustration increases. With GL Wand, it’s easy to obtain, analyze, share, and
present essential information when and how you need it.

Accelerated month-end close processes
Faster response to ad hoc report requests
Self-service secure reports
More time for data analysis to fuel better
business decisions
Faster reconciliations
Easy access to data details

Questions? Call US +1.919.872.7800 | UK +44 (0)845.467.4448
Or visit www.insightsoftware.com

GL Wand is an add-in to Microsoft Excel
that allows for real-time financial
reporting and analysis.
GL Wand has been designed to leverage the existing security
configuration within your ERP environment, and wizards make it easy
for users to quickly build reports and ad hoc queries.

ACCESS REAL-TIME ERP DATA
Month-end acceleration
Transactional reporting
and analysis

Tailor made for Oracle
and SAP, connect using
existing security settings.

Drill down to detail for
advanced analysis.

Gain quick responses to
questions without
depending on IT.

REPORT CREATION + DISTRIBUTION

Management/
statutory reporting
Ad hoc reporting
Planning, budgeting,
and forecasting
Monthly reconciliations
Audit compliance
Cost allocation models
Dynamic dashboards

Create or convert
reports in minutes with
intuitive wizards.

Schedule mass creation
and distribution of
reports in multiple file
formats via email or
post to shared drive.

Easy-to-use interface
reduces reliance on IT.

About insightsoftware
insightsoftware turns financial and operational data into better business outcomes
that drive growth and ROI. Through turnkey reporting and performance management solutions, insightsoftware provides real time access to data-driven insights in
an efficient, cost-effective, and secure manner via integration with 130+ ERP systems
and Microsoft Excel. Learn more at www.insightsoftware.com.

Slice-and-dice analysis
Drill down to details
And more

“GL Wand provided an
immediate improvement in
both quality of information
and efficiency, helping drive
4 to 5 days off out of our
monthly closing process.”
- Rodney Tillinghast,

Corporate Controller, Taconic

